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gleam
*
but mirrors make a room look longer
larger
what does the sea do?
*
ill-mannered questioners ask the rabbi
who is never stumped for answers—
John is impressed, sometimes the rebbe
winks at him and tells a fib
that turns out to be the truth
*
They took ripe figs from the tree
and savored them together.
This is the nature of history,
he said. A ripeness, a devouring.
John worked tiny seedlings free of his teeth
*
I waited for another part of time.
The stone wall in the garden
helped me. The blackbird helped me.
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Coming and going so often I lost count.
I lost count, and that helped most of all.
*
I dreamt I was a ranger in that forest
but the forest was you
I can’t tell you how many trees you are
or what kinds, I called and called
and the world around me was all answering
*
just like a morning
*
on his knees in prayer
he wondered
why kneel? What are knees?
What is the bone of which I’m made?
*
We do it because
we have seen
people do it—
how else could we go wrong?

2
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*
Illumination—light me to bed
and wake me
hours thereafter
you are naked
the door is open
there is so much still to know
*
Who is really Ceres’ daughter now?
*
Latin gods lost into English books
*
I wanted to tell
you about religion
how it has a human form
a person
who walked around
one of us
who suddenly mattered very much,
who suddenly or slowly
understood. And told
the rest of us.

3
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The gods themselves looked on in wonder
at what this person knew.
When he was a man
he had eyes like mine,
and when she was a woman
eyes like yours.
He went uphill and we follow,
listening inside and out—
that is what religion means,
to live for you and you, listening.
*
Agitate this anything at all,
macerate the hour
till it softens into now.
Drink the liquid.
Are you ready yet?
I am unwearied,
you can’t wear me down
by making me wait—
or making me want.
*
put on your shoes,
the stone is hot.

4
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*
hammers on that roof some more.
Christian Sabbath,
first Eucharist of summer soon
listen for the little bell
that says he’s here
*
Now I know
what never happened
*
his common speech
often difficult to understand—
it was such to make the listener
work harder than we usually do
*
The Aramaic of Nangchen
the Tibetan of Galilee
koine of everywhere we are
*

5
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learn all you can
before he seems to go away
*
Second Coming every morning
Parousia in a golden cup
*
Time to open the door
hope the door
who comes in
*
Walk there with me,
red cardinal perched
in or on blue hydrangea—
one more miracle—
and a cloud comes
shields us from the sun
*
broken clock? no not sounded, just unwound.

6
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*
pearl necklace clouds
lacey doilies knit by daffy aunts,
Victorian sky over sun haze
and the heathen roofer taps on his Sabbath roof
*
The wedding feast quieted at dark
then the far-off fireworks began,
thunderous, heard, but nothing seen—
Ceres wept, even though her daughter’s safe at home
*
They all come back
as if they’d never gone.
Being is permanent—
once you exist, you always do—
remember that when you think I’m gone
he said, and John composed himself
to understand
*
O blessed clouds that hide us from the sun
so she hath peace a while
safe from our infamies

7
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*
Some nights the whale bone
dreams the sea again
only a sentimental idiot like me
would take note of such a thing
*
Call it a day
they say
to end it,
but I call Day,
Day, come be!
I want to know
what only you can tell,
no other knew
*
Could be great
could be small
I want it all
*
Ring the already bell
puncture the wound

8
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and let the health back in—
blue music
on a dead radio
*
and then everything was long ago
*
I think I’m losing my way.
No. I have lost my way.
Now my way has to find me again.
*
Or maybe a merganser—
who can tell with birds,
or scarlet overhead
sunshine off a somber roof
we live of course in spectacle
nothing round about but things
but things are enough
labor in the vineyard?

9
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*
my whole life answering the evidence
John said, and he was patient with that complaint
but said Young men have no whole life yet
*
sparks and slivers
latitude and longitude
we are nowhere
*
and that country has a great queen
few persons are allowed to see
but I was in feline form then
roared at the doorway so they let me in,
I sat in her lap while she signed treaties,
sent her troops to war and brought them home,
a soft lap, good for sleeping
*
in the cave beneath the house
some words were stirring
glissando on the smooth grey floor
too quick for me

10
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so I waited for one or two to find me
*
fact: words always find us.
But are they the right words?
O John, Johm, all words are right.
*

1 July 2018
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make it seen
lift a blind eye
to the moon and let
the moon see itself—
______ and teach it
to see again as once it did
counting the sailboats
weekend in the harbor
*
a fly goes by
desperate to be elsewhere
but I can’t help,
I am powerless
to aid even so small a thing,
just let it live.
Just let me live.
*
or leave the light on
trick the moon
everybody needs a brother
*

12
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what a strange accent,
whence do you come?
I was born in your left ear
and moved inside
everyone you listen to
now sounds like me
1 July 2018
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The economy of darkness
holds my hand.
No sleep.
All the Portugals
across the water
summer. Only
the navigator knows.
Cold wind after hottest day
*
Submerge in feeling
sanctity can break too
like weather
we’re all eggshells really, Tom,
robin blue or chicken brown
eyes of God
distributed around
*
John dithered a little at the gate
there are too many temples in the world
he thought, starting with Mount Moriah.
Then he heard him talk, as if inside,
arguing, yes, so many temples, John,
but not yet enough. Go be one too.

14
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*
Sometimes you
have to eat something
to make the answer come.
This is called oblation,
fire offering, fire
spent on your altar.
*
tessitura of the standing fan
in the whirlpool of its sound
voices, some birds,
sonic like us.
But not us.
*
Everywhere
is an entrance to the underworld
*
When the noises in your head
you can’t tell from voices outside
you know you’re in Eden
a dangerous place
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full of arbitrary trees and sinuous reasoning
*
Know the burden
know the man
*
Policy of belief
everything seems to change
*
musculature of the mind’s
miniature universe
the senses we hold language in
*
say it now
understand it later
*
They ate fresh-caught fish
that evening, black sea-bass—
caught in the sky? he asked
chartered by the sea

16
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*
You have to go
if you want to come
*
O where is he gone to this time
they sang in their Irish way
Irish waves
break the hardest rock off the Bloody Foreland
*
Where the foreigner builds his fort
there the native is most at home
*
the grind of morning [?]
like a preacher’s drone,
we are machines, some
Frenchman said, alchemical that laughs
*
and suddenly it stops,
the clock runs out of ink
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*
Don’t understand it—
let it find you instead
You are the mountain
such words try to climb—
perpend!
*
Tell us what he looked like
when he gave the word—
color of his eyes? text of his hair [?]?
*
Any grain of sand
looks much like any other
to our casual eyes
he said, but see them
through a microscope he said
and every one is different,
distinct—crags and nests
and culverts, micro-asteroids
swimming underneath us.
John thought that was farfetched [?],
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but probably true.
*
A car [cat?] is like a door—
see what it opens on
*
the dog barks close
enhilled people are nearby
their beast is warning us
*
sometimes a helicopter overhead
Coast guard checking on the sea—
does anybody know I’m here?
*

A noise woke me
I lay there
wounded by silence
*
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one taste was all I wanted
but how much, how very much,
I had to swallow
to get that one taste
*
Liberals in retreat
argue the order of their feet—
is it left before right?
dark before right?
*
he was in a place he thought
words make sense
but people kept smiling at him in the street
*
by the lake his mother
or by his mother the sea
he grew slow as weather
he wasn’t really very young
but always seemed the youngest
anywhere—a beardless character
she called him, but the rabbi
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slung an arm around his shoulder,
said, Kid, you are my oldest friend.
*
because it all depends
is what I think he meant
*
fragments of a reticent [?] apocalypse
so many words add up to silence—
simplify the story to confuse them,
saddle the ass and take your son to the mountain.
*
now Isaac was 25 years old,
what he saw that day would blind him later—
darkened oft by what we see
*
a story so simple
it takes a god to tell it
*
in musk of mind the morning rises
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a broken bell berates the hour
no wind no weather yet I wait for something
who are you out there insisting so quietly?
*
insert the evidence here everybody’s waiting
*
fragments find us from an earlier flood
float in my doorway, friend, I’m fond of distances
as long as you love me too I’ll live for us both—
you do the defining—I’ll deal with the press
*
and then it was morning again
and it mattered,
the simple thing I gaze upon
he said is always with you
where else could it lodge?
where else could I live?
*
doing what desire says
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*
raindoves
mourning
at the open window,
wooing, courting, loving,
all sounds like grief
sad opera of natural things,
Bellini, Donizetti,
song lingering
*
sun high in fog
her face so clear today up there
like Charlotte’s in those underwater selfies
she brings home from Atlantis
*
Everything is different there.
The public library’s underground.
The churches fly. A cute green bus
honks through an empty street
past storefronts that bring Paris to mind,
the Marais maybe, or else that hill in Meath
where we rested on afternoon all alone,
remember?
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*
Or if the colonies had not
united (Sam Huntington, John Hanson)
what a nation that would be!
*
We blame the gods for our own faults,
a Senecan mistake—
yet who made us as we are?
Blame no one. Or as the Changes tell us,
No blame
*
call it the Alterity
you won’t be very wrong
*
Walk there. It’s far
but every footstep
tells you something. Listen.
*
Out on the lawn
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barefoot listening.
*
through the haze of habit
clarity of No.
*
Don’t ask others for what you know yourself
he said, and John nodded his fair head,
minding ho many times he’d done just that.
*
Have you ever had one of those moments:
you’re sitting talking with a friend
and you suddenly, desperately wonder
What is this place?
Who is this person across from me?
Why am I here?
Is this really my life,
Is this the condition to which I have come?
3 July 2018
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Eye of the needle
cult of maybe
the tomb of Achilles
is all around us
as around the deep purple
cluster of Hydrangea serrata
tiny very blue flowers thrive.
We too are duality.
Alive and dead
we keep answering.
I picked up a bone of his
just yesterday.
*
Old cannon
deep solid blast
smoke drifts over the water.
Old time
has caught us,
we spin the wheel.
Night comes down,
all our lives
a daze of whys
*
Pull the air
with your fingers,
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the night will let you,
then pull the light,
swop it behind you
so you face, really face,
the dark. Ask
who am I
to tell you this,
or bid such things,
_____ [?] muscled
as a bottle of milk,
a rose petal fallen,
smooth as a shadow
*
John was his best listener
but even he
dozed off sometimes
or worse, he thought
about some book he was reading,
theology or science fiction
then he said John
you’re listening but not to me.
And John wept
*
We all know our name
Wakoski wrote
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sixty years ago,
they are John.
Stare in the stainless mirror
and remember this well.
3 July 2018
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Dog bark
blue
the first word,
bird,
black,
the distances pale
grey breath
Thee might be islands
*
and so create a world
spun out of seeing
the liberty of almost
where we can move
*
dawn day
feast of the _____
island mind.
*
of course I wanted
to be there for you
(each like a little song,
all obvious and true
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as any obvious can be)
*
he took all weather as messages
and went usefully mad,
published his calm ravings,
built a school of poetics,
if this happened
I must be me—
*
but would you have a politician for a friend?
*
look across the table—
who are you now?
why are birds important,
colors, castles?
Why do we care?
Help time pass
by thinking—
go, be a Greek
_______ dualities,
tame the gods
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using human names—
for no man knows
what Artemis calls herself
*
but Achilles, dying,
thought he overheard
Hephaestus call his Wife by her real name
*
So if we’re talking names
we must be near the beginning again,
where we came in
vast building with only one way in
*
set the Hexagon against the Pentagon
and pray for luck.
Love.
*
It’s over, John,
ready to begin.
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Go tell them what you know,
I bless your guesses
so they are mostly true
I leave a little wrongness in,
to keep you beautiful,
like a gull passing overhead,
close, wide-winged,
gone.
*
a sequence is a chain
a line is catenary,
droops graceful of its own weight
between two silences
silence is the method
silence is the knife,
breath’s chisel,
silence is shape and necessity
the space between Adam’s finger and God’s hand,
silence is the chapel at midnight
flushed clear of prayers
silence lets me say as much as I can
silence lets me listen
open the door
and let silence in
[silence is waiting outside
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like a shy lover
dear heart god let silence in]
*
a quiet monster
wanders through the world
seeking to be devoured
*
they go fast away
to bring the day
over the hill
when she’s been
here the whole time
*
a man all leathery inside
beaked like a bird
told a long story
about a mountain that walked
and a river that stayed home
I didn’t understand
*
and at the end
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John came to an island
it is always an island
peopled with mysteries
and sea-poppies,
this broken shell
4 July 2018
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=======
A town is where
you walk to church
and don’t come back.
He explained to her
the various flavors
of Christian worship
sect by sect—
the ones that consecrate
and the ones that just talk.
Lex orandi lex credendi
he quoted, t word
they pray tells what
they really believe.
That is why it’s hard,
so hard, for them to come home.
4 July 2018
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======
I used to listen for the threequarters after midnight train
heading south until I met a man
who knew what trains are for
and where they really go, and what merchandise
they trundle through the night and it all
sounds so beautiful as I fall asleep.
4 July 2018
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======
One more Irishman
fleeing the sun.
O cave my mama place
let me scribble your walls full
4 July 2018
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======
Time to know me by—
but what would happen
if I touched Time’s thigh
so tense as it is
with constant going?
Could I sustain that measureless rush
one instant even in my stolid flesh?
4 July 2018
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======
The Celtic peoples
have always been leery of the sun,
tip their hats to her
and steal away to shade.
4 July 2018
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=======
Lovely fog that shared my mind
I wake up and see myself outside.
And a dog barks, 2,3,2,3,2,3 yelps
like a blood pulsing in an ever stronger beat.
Outside! That miracle of not me at all!
(I really can wake up. The dog stops barking.)
5 July 2018
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=======
The sea holds half the spectrum,
the sky the lower half.
The poor earth gets the sliver
in between, the green.

5 July 2018
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=======
Feathers fallen
from a bird in flight
or from a fight
now look like words,
slim gemstones only
quite complete.

5 July 2018
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THE FINISH
And when the workmen
pack their tools and leave
how can we be sure
the work is done?

5 July 2018
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======
The sun’s hot love
discovers us.
5 July 2018
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=====
The Rose Gatherers
a painting by no one
you know, late Impressionist,
almost recognizable
faces, the flowers more
a blaze of colors—
France, Austria, Iran?
they pick roses
without bending low
to the earth—one
property of the rose,
it grows up to us.
To them, I mean,
those children in a dream.

5 July 2018
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========

A real door
opens by itself.
It’s up to us
to come in
or go out,
seldom even
knowing the difference.

5 July 2018
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=======
Silence—the feeding trough
for the mind’s cattle.
(Swine I meant to say
but only without prejudice)

5 July 2018
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=======
Haze burns off, fog lingers—
what will this day be?

5 July 2018
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== = = = = = =
Études for an absent piano,
the notes all here
the music missing.

5 July 2018
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======
“For the birds”
they used to say
to mean worthless.
It made me wonder
who they thought
the good stuff fed.

5 July 2018
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======
The sun that holy stripper
comes on stage—
soon she will be bare
and she’ll be all
we take notice of.
She will dominate
all conversation.
Listen!

5 July 2018
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======
Reaction shots,
me dodging
the day’s presumed darts—
ducking begins, the arrow flies.

5 July 2018
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======
The billowing curtain
reveals the very
body of the wind

5 July 2018
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=======
The things we need
are to be found
at no store.
They’re stored
in us he said
and walked away.

5 July 2018
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=======
All too easy to recede.
Orange
lichen on the stone wall.
Pray for love
to bring you back
5 July 2018
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========
Overt. Light.
We think it’s all about us.
Ninety feet downhill
the fish suppose likewise.
And why not?
Illusion is free,
it salves some wounds.
But others left
unreasoned fester.
Be close to me
when you read this.

5 July 2018
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SMALL CRAFT WARNING
1.
Wind on the steely sea. I dreamt
of silken separations, bookstores,
kind men, invitations, Buffalo,
Boulder. But the weather
is always different in a dream.
Though I was pretty much the same.
2.
Listen to that wind!
I slept nine hours through,
that never happens,
so maybe I was somewhere else
down there, chez rêve,
polite and interested and calm.
3.
Though as usual far from home.
Only faerie-folk can be at home in dreams.
Now it’s time to be everybody else.
But still want to be home.
Open my eyes and what do I see?
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4.
Answer quick—
a gull, a goblin?
I don’t even know
the etymology of me.
5.
So no sailing out today—
small craft, meager poesy,
I must get to work, improve,
the sea is fine, but find
the mountain on the other side of it.
I’ve been warned.

6 July 2018
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(The pleasure of writing small poems again, after three
weeks of tension-inside-long.)
= = = = = ==

I keep asking
the same question—
pyramids or minarets,
in or up?
I think the gaunt cathedral
is a kind of answer,
huddle in but point to the sky.
But who can make cathedrals
nowadays? We’re lucky
if a seagull lands on our roof.

6 July 2018
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=======
Pulled a tick out
sent it to be studied.
Lone Star Tick
innocent of Lyme.
What we do
in summertime—
sounds like musical comedy,
a machine comes throbbing,
the sun comes out.
What was I thinking?

6 July 2018
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======

A glass of time
shared with friends,
a pebble beach
discusses the sea.

6 July 2018
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= = = = = ==
The problem is
there will always be weather.
Until, that is, they build
that indoor city they dream about,
all-controlled, where they vote
the weather in, and all those
heliotrope Club Med types would win
and it will be the middle of a summer afternoon
all day long, forever.
Let me out, I’ll cry, out
into blizzard and rainstorm and soft April mornings.

6 July 2018
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63

ge
=======

Exaudi orationem meam. Make the cave big enough for
all the godly faeries to live in. Carve the doorway from
one piece of glass and let it shine as one passes through.
Music always depends. Something with the eyes, or a
horn blown on the hill. The rufous towhee started from
his bayberry bush. Rigorous remarks are all you ever
get from birds, no slack, no slippery. this is my prayer
too.

end June
[This text, and all that follow, up to page 80 were
composed in late June and early July outside of notebooks
414-415, and are gathered here 9 July 2019, on
Cuttyhunk.]
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64

======

I want to bite the other side, chew a little, let go.
Penetrate the paltry hour with my unusual word. Any
word will do, yours or mine, we all are God’s, if not gods.
This is a postcard instead of a bite. This is a postcard
instead of a dusty book —you might be able to find me
there too, between a pineapple and Okinawa, dreamy as
ever, looking for you still.
end June
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65

= = = = = ==
On this coast each wave’s a word.

I lie in the dark

listening, parsing the astonishing information of the sea.
Or on bright days (today) close my eyes and open my
alphabet. My plan is to come see you. But plans are
loaves of bread with no cheese, no jam. Salt or sweet—
we come to meet. Will you be there when I?

end June
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66

=======
The violin skirls above the viola, the cello groans. Why is
music always homesick, even now? What have we done to
pain it so? Tchaikovsky’s first quartet. Tunes getting
ready. Wash away mere feelings, pal. This is marble, this
is Nile. You heard me reading from the Bible—now come
home and eat your imaginary supper. Empty table is best,
late sunshine on bare wood.
end June
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67

=======

Facing south—where all the naked people dance on in the
Poland of their dreams, naked in a chill cathedral
dreaming of Trinidad and Cozumel, the more they dance,
the louder the organ plays, all by itself! Instructed by
bare feet, their whirling shadows writhe.
language, blocking the sky.
2 July 2018

Protestant
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= = = = = = ==
I try to tell you everything I can—
laundry on the line,
blue flowers in the shade.
Or are they bare stone?
If you can hear me
I must be telling the truth.
Or the cool breeze would falter,
fall. I owe it to the planet
to be right most of the time.

2 July 2018
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=======
Tapping on the afterglow
whittling a new now
to give to some passing child.
Driftwood mama. Look,
just like your last night’s dream
But from what wood?

2 July 2018
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=======
Scraps and certainties,
a greased pole
for whom to climb?
What is lifted at the top?
towards which bonanza
does she strive, bone
clutching tight, so high?
The gift that Isaac got—
just go on living,
agree with the rose bush,
parley with the birds.

2 July 2018
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======
Encaustics of Egypt my hand on your cheek
sapphire, sapphire shadows,
a nose-ring from the Haight,
highway of the Sixties,
box of broken crayons, draw!
Smooth your cheeks.
Wait for the ferry. Stare at the channel—
tiny township we live in,
bring your own elixirs in,
the taste of skin.
Waterman with AC/DC on his back,
pour power from a jar.
Mystery! Three hundred
cards of yours, I shuffle
the colors of them, hands on
is the only way to see.
The obvious deceives me again.
2 July 2018
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72

=======
Getting back to the land of matzos, pad Thai, egg foo
young— take your time in getting there. Listen to the
wind— what does he ever eat? Just toys with his food
summer and winter. There’s more to philosophy, believe
me, than ethnic cuisine. Tunes, glasses of water,
and staring at people in the street. And hyacinths.

2 July 2018
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======
Can I see it
where it lies in the desert,
a mute assembly
of red stones?
Or not so mute—
tell me how to find you
you twelve apostles,
you months intact
of an unknown year.
Red sandstone. Color
of eternal sunset.
People pass, look
away, something fearsome
in your twelvitude,
your competences,
a cycle closed—
and you still
standing there. Here.
I’m talking about
as ever the desert
that is my mind,
vast, empty, rife
with odd things,
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shadows mostly
because it is always
sunset, always
the shell of the day.
2 July 2018
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======
Blue only seems to be a
color. Actually it is a quiet
animal that snuggles on your
breath, gets in your hat,
remembers your past lives.

2 July 2018
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======
Off the coast of this island
she walks on water
from the underside of the sea.
The natives, though, call it
walking on the sky.
early July
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======
After a while you forget
the difference—land is just
water that billowed up
and hasn’t gotten round to
falling back down.

early July
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=======
The green grotto
in the blue sea—
it knows you, soft
flourishes of leaf-weed
know what you’re thinking.
Think your way down
and meet us there.

early July
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======
A lean white strip
between the blue and the green,
between hard mineral and soft mineral,
the little road we are.

early July
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80

======
Vexations, said Satie,,
over and over.
We understand best
what happens only once.
Smoke drifts over the water.
Elements. a girl claps her hands.

early July
[End of the texts composed outside the notebooks 414-415
in late June and early July 2018.]
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========
Picture a rebus
to spell the place
you woke to find
yourself in—
you can use
the image of any
object in the world
to spell your new condition.
A stone (but what kind?)
or an iron [?] or a bat
flitting through the trees,
a lover cuddling their sleeping love—
it may take you forever
but when it’s finished
what a world you will have spoken!
7 July 2018
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=======
Cawnpore— Kanpur.
Conditions change.
Calcutta – Kolkata,
nationalists are terrible spellers,
the lexicon groans,
mapmakers rejoice—
revisions to market!
A new country every year—
let’s change our name too
and be Great Turtle Island again,
great and powerful
asleep between the Oceans.

7 July 2018
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=======
Seaplane seldom,
maybe only once.
Like flying in a Saab sedan
at 3000 feet. And suddenly
an island and we’re there.
Step out onto the pontoon,
from pontoon to dock.
Earth will never be the same.

7 July 2018
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=======
I have come to the middle
of an empty book.
Now to drench the rest
with language
to squeeze the silence out
that alone can teach us and heal.

7 July 2018
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=======
Silence isn’t just there.
Silence has to be made,
elicited, coaxed
into sumptuous presence
all round and inside us

7 July 2018
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When the bell in the channel rings
it tells each listener different things.
The dog barks. The woman wakes.
The fisherman lets out his line.
None of this is really happening
anyhow. No one hears the bell ring.

7 July 2018
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=======
How seriously can we take rhyme?
Isn’t artifice an index of insincerity?

7 July 2018
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======
A baptized man
waiting for the bus.
A woman passing
envies him his faith.
Are we like that too,
guessing at one another,
indifferent to
the vehicle’s destination?
I baptize thee
Honeybee
and want to dwell
in the hive you have
is what he’s thinking
as he watches her watching him.
You see this every day
on every street,
common as shadow,
everything safe from change.

7 July 2018
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=======
It’s almost early
enough to be now.
Unfurl the flag,
pour the tea.
But only the blackbirds
listen to me.
The sea says so much more.

7 July 2018
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=======
The universal unicursal
the star you are
drawn by the infallible
quill pen of the eye—
the light continuous!

7 July 2018
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========
On my father’s 118th birthday
At least the color’s right—
my hand remembers,
the perfect dark is gone.
New lights on Nashawena
and the Vineyard clear, its towns,
and the searching light of Gayhead
winking like a too-familiar
friend, and the moon
all over the silver sea
and the stars!

8 July 2018
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=======
Piercing the question
with pain.
All anxiety the same,
it all belongs to me—
what did it used to mean
waking in the middle of the night
and reading stories, or writing them,
telling oneself the secret
message of sleep, bones of feeling,
being awake but not really?

8 July 2018
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=======

The answer
would be more of me.
Little jolts of knowing
glint from the future.
Maybe. People’s names
tell too much about them.
I should change my name
every day till no one knows.
‘

8 July 2018
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=======
The scale says I am normal for my height
but I am so heavy, heavy,
thousands of pounds, how can the floor
let alone the bed or chair endure me?
At each step the island shakes—
I call to my brother stones, my sister sea—
I think they’re laughing at me but even so
they make me feel a little less lonely.

8 July 2018
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=======
Resistance
is a racket.
Lie there
and just be.

8 July 2018
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=====
Why did they take
the night away—
will the day be next?
I seem to see a battleship
whenever I look at the sea—
is it always a war?
Am I born yet?

8 July 2018
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========
(from the Tibetan:)
I have to be true
to what it says.
For if I don’t say it,
who will?
8 July 2018
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========
Pass the mountain
on your way to the mountain.
Climb the tree to reach the tree.
Drink the river ere you cross
dry-foot into Paradise.

8 July 2018
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=======
Shelter here
beneath the leaf.
In this one thought
room for everyone.

8 July 2018
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=======
Does guesswork work?
I seem to be here
after all.

8 July 2018
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=======
Shadow of a beach pebble
makes two of them.
Who or where
is my original?

8 July 2018
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=======
Strange, pleasant, eerie a little,
comforting a little, to think that somewhere
there’s a 27 year old person walking around
who once was my father. And another who
was my mother. Different ages at their
deaths a month apart, they’ll be the same
year of life now. Who are they?
Will they meet? Will they mate and make
another person who might be another me?
Who is the world: that’s the real question.

8 July 2018
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Waiting for the river
forever. Bayou
where you walked.
The clouds flounced by,
your friends, too many,
roved on the shore.
Count me in, I
am a lingerer too,
a kind of shadow
the sun made once
then left me there,
here, while she ran on,
across the sky wherever
it is she goes when
you too are dark
and calling by the river.

8 July 2018
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========
Civilization—when the hand
learned to talk
all by itself and still be heard.
But a word
between friends
is always a warning.
Learn Greek first—
the rest is easy.
Too many letters spoil the alphabet.

8 July 2018
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=======
Resumption of patterned discourse.
Count the syllables your heart says—
never mind the dictionary, spell
I love you with a single breath
when even the French usually take two.

8 July 2018
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========
The mourning doves are courting,
the courting loves are mourning,
alba, alba when we part
now the sun is on parade,
even the air tastes of light
8 July 2018
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I LOVE YOU
but not the French way,
je t’aime
they say, where je is strong,
fierce even,and the aime
is smoochy, lippy, kiss kiss kiss.
But you are just a little
flick of the tongue against the teeth,
as if you hardly count, reduced
in this proposition to one poor
quick almost furtive T.

8 July 2018
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WRITTEN ON A NEW YORKER ROLEX AD
It took me forty years
to decipher the mystery of women.
How many more years will it take
for me to forget my solution?

8 July2018
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=======
Words fall out of time,
sometimes time swallows them
back in again. Every word
is really a riddle,
a riddle with no absolute solution.

8 July 2018
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======
Just who do I think I am?
A gull perched on a roof beam
and the sea is full of food.
But I’m a little on the vegan side—
I feast on shapes, on shadows.

8 July 2018
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======
Of all places right here
the rose bush and hydrangea
mingle, red and sky blue,
a marriage of all my life.
Your mother planted, planned it,
in the kindness, almost
automatic, like a Lama’s,
like sunshine, of her being.

9 July 2018
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=======
How come the afterlife
no one remembers. The price
of history is busy forgetting.
I woke with nothing much,
faint memory of a mountain
maybe. Why don’t we do
more things together, why are we
so much alone? Am I another
also? I hope so, blue morning,
indigo night, and who between?
the gods of the question and the gods
of the answer live in different heavens.
How could we ever have thought
there’s only one of them?
Just look at the flowers and remember.

9 July 2018
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=======
Always room for one more.
Sybarite solitude island morning.
Do nothing. Verharre, endure,
put up with anything, everything,
endure. Do nothing but be
for a while. Let the weather
take care of the sea, the sea
take care of the land. Never
get too far from the sea.
Now try again. See it as beautiful
or don’t see it at all, this
all around me, this circumstance.
Any minute Aphrodite from the surf.

9 July 2018
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=======
Otherwise you’ll never know.
It was at the zoo, in Brooklyn,
the seals I saw, canes maris
dogs of the sea and even they were me
somehow genetically. They swim for me.
They were my favorite people there,
though I reached in patted a lion’s mane
and watched with awe a python sleeping
huge coiled mound of danger. Birds
in their cage were too small, too
quick for my poor eyesight, but seals,
seals were my mothers. they gleamed in the sun.

9 July 2018
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=======
4:44 A.M.
Well here I am
so why not say so,
rhododaktylos Eos
herself coming up
over Nashawena
right out of Homer
or whoever it was
wrote the whole sea.
2.
Woke from dreams of the South of France
woke with a Greek phrase in my mouth
a taste of olive and anchovy
the thin crust of sleep
turned soggy with fresh light
3.
but that was ten minutes back
and this is now, or is it?
Dogmatic assertion
ruined many a religion,
and waking up, the oldest faith of all,
is no different. Don’t be so sure, O woke one,
this too might be sleep.
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4.
Sleep’s other house,
dark shapes in dawn light,
sleep’s other house,
dark hallways, curious attic,
damp cellar, stairs creak,
unsure footsteps, bird calls
through the wall, sleep’s
other house the livelong day.

10 July 2018
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HUIUS TEMPORIS DESCRIPTIO
Later the foreground
lets light seep in.
So close to the eastern
edge of the time zone
light and might come
early for us inlanders—
it always looks
later than it is.
Most of the light is on the sea.

10 July 2018
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THE BODY IN DREAM
Narthex. Flowerpot.
Engagement ring.
A promise rashly made.
Up the long sun-drenched
corridors a woman walks
rolling and unrolling a calendar.
Plaza full of market stalls,
tribal artifacts
some genuine, a blue
shirt shimmering,
whispers of good advice,
ancient alphabet,
scratchmarks on bone,
wet sink, heap of salt.
2.
The music stops
but the son is never finished.
A plowed field
extensive, far from here,
the iron plow rusting
in a furrow, a cat
under a rose bush
unaccountable.
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3.
In a Southern city
a maiden saying grace.
The meal simmers
just across the kitchen.
They eat where they cook.
Something is true. An envelope
arrived yesterday
still not opened.
Another mosquito bite.
Light a candle.
In the park around the reservoir
boys are playing baseball
sort of. The maiden
reads her Hebrew lesson
eating her solitary meal.
4.
Gothic cathedral of a smaller city
locked up empty for the night
not even a votive candle flickers.
Dark and cold, cold stone,
cold shadows, moonless night.
Beside the altar urns
of flowers, their withering
is the only movement, Music.
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5.
Bruckner on the organ.
What faith builds
lasts 30,000 years
what knowledge builds
lasts a few generations.
Flowerpot empty, terra cotta,
means baked earth,
cooked clay, ruddy,
an empty flowerpot,
a wordy Valentine.
6.
So much glare.
She nailed the calendar
to a vacant wall,
she walks away.
The calendar says
some other day
it always does,
a motorboat, a penny
arcade, an old man
saying two things
with one mouth,
low mountain,
horizon, the air
has not been invented,
the corridor turns inside out,
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becomes a sandy trail
between tall beach grass,
the body always knows
what’s coming,
she smells the shadows,
walks into the sea,
wet ankles,
perfect measurement.

10 July 2018
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=======
Sea sound
loud last
almost morning
here the robin
says.
Take
truth where
you find
it, drink,
dawn knows
you best
it says
11 July 2018
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=======
Leave America to Pound.
This is a different country,
one no one knows yet.
Built on resentment
as the others had been on refuge,
hope, dazzled
by the notion of liberty.
With resentment there is no liberty,
we used to have ideals
that defend us
now we only have enemies.
11 July 2018
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========
Loud sea fast gull—
these heal.
Let worry wait
5:00 AM sun coloring cloud.
Blackbirds and grackles
starting their quacking.
All the dark now
huddled in houses.
Dear birds I hear you,
now let me listen to the light.
And then most of all the sea,
the sound I can’t take home with me.

11 July 2018
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=======
Slow beast rousing
I live in a picture book,
I am too young
to read the captions
beneath the shapes, the colors,
the animals I live with, love,
will never know by name.

11 July 2018
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=======
Les voix d’autres
infest my waking.
(I speak softly
as if entitled to your ears)
(As if to be heard
means that you are.)
But any voice is
every voice at dawn.

11 July 2018
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========
Right down the hill an Englishspeaking dog says Woof politely,
even Woof, woof. You can hear
the comma. What a welleducated animal. I bet
that when everybody’s fast
asleep he curls up reading
Kipling by lamplight.
11 July 2018
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=======
Renew the me
by sea.
A Japanese watercolor
can’t see the waves I hear
down there
beach hidden in trees.
The cure. The air.
Black birds raindoves fishing boat
complete. The sun
hidden beyond the far island
almost an afterthought.
this is a baroque anthem
to the morning, one
of so many, a salute
to the world’s only true flag—
the moment you notice it
the day begins

12 July 2018
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========
Worry wake the water out,
bad enough the mind
be anxious but the body too—
they are not different
a wise voice says, calm
one calm the other.
12 July 2018
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TWO MYSTERIES

A feather fallen from the difference.
*
An expired language teaches me to speak.
Phoenix-flamed the new day.

12 July 2018
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NOON ON CUTTYHUNK
Cloud shapes dakini
the sea over.
Blue and green dominion,
bear some blue
homeward with.
the upper dancers
please come too.

12 July 2018
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=======
A century ago
my wounded uncle
made his way home
from France. Gassed
by the Boche, he never
breathed easy after,
spent much of his life
in ant out of TB wards,
clinics, mountains.
His name was Seymour
but he called himself Simon,
his baby brother
was my father, Samuel
who called himself Jim.
Eighteen when Simon came home.
Names, numbers—
they do not fool
the Lord of Death.
Or is it a Lady,
weeping as she leads us away?

12 July 2018
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ANNANDALE
I passed before a mirror
and wasn’t there.
Our own hallway,
home after a month
by the sea, the sea
evidently took my soul
or shade or image and
keeps it safe and fresh,
far away, far away
where the blue city knows.

12 July 2018
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=======
Waking at home
the light different,
earlier. Time zone: from
a month on the edge to
now in the middle.
The sun coming around the corner.
Home! Living
in these trees is
the examined life,
it is how we began,
caves were just churches,
Jesus told us,
You want to pray?
Go sit in the dark.
13 July 2018
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=======
Give me a cloud
up there to know you by.
Love you by, I mean.
We watched all afternoon
a shapely cloud mass
very white sail with us
from the hill, over the sea
to mainland, left us
only when we insisted
on traveling inward
deep into Treeland the Blest.
13 July 2018
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======

if only out people were better.
We do have the company of cloud,
But now voices come jogging by—
hey, girls, it’s too early
to be normal, go back
to bed and dream your way.

13 July 2018
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=======
Sitting out on the deck
watching the other sea,
the green one all around us,
like the blue one too
in constant motion—
but I can’t count the waves,
the leaves, the infinity
of minute differences,
neutrinos, Bruckner symphony,
the trees of Annandale.

13 July 2018
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======

I am where
things are
have always been,
classroom with a crucifix
over the teacher’s desk,
dust on a terrazzo hallway,
cardboard coaster in a bar,
tee shirt on a neighbor’s line,
lipstick on a plastic glass,
heart-shaped linden leaf
and a crow on a wire—
never leave that out.

13 July 2018
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======
New diseases come like new religions
it said—should I believe it?
The Tick Religion now, converts
vacationers to fresh anxieties,
new purgatories foretold,
new medicines to ease
that most anxious skin of all, the brain.

13 July 2018
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=======
The anniversary pen
an open window
pale screening, scent
of flowers, out there, maybe,
freshness all by itself—
the feel of silver

13 July 2018
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=======
Time to tell
but who knew
a time usually keeps
its promise.
Hammer fast
the roof before the wind
impeaches, is
that the word
or are there
toothy villains
grinning blondly
at our cash?
Sometimes I
skeptical myself sick.
Otherwise what
else is new?
13 July 2018
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=======
Don’t learn the wrong
lesson from the tide.
It brings in and brings again,
never trying to sweep away.
Always trying to wash clean
what it has brought. To us,
to all of us who care and use
and give back what we can.
the tide never takes back
what it has given. Be like that.
Offer and offer again. Be sea.

14 July 2018
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======
Who knew the name
of any you?
Where was the envelope
hidden? Who is the harbor master?
And these male voices
you hear when the fans are whirring,
what is their business with us?
Do they even care? And Meg
hiding by the hedge, who is she
when she grew up? Will you marry?
How many children? And will even one
of them really not like apples?

14 July 2018
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======
In general it’s not your fault
I hurt, or my legs ache sometimes
or the sun is too bright. War breaks out
in so many places, treaties signed,
revoked, and signed again. Dreams abound.
It’s supposed to be warm today, too warm maybe.
The grass around here is dry, needs rain
but speaking in general it’s not your fault.

14 July 2018
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======
(I found in my mind some passages
from a lost gospel of St. John. I have
introduced these here against current relevant
awarenesses, or gestures towards such.)

14 July 2018
(a note towards the long poem)
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======
Why is the floor so far away?
Yet so close when you let yourself go.

14 July 2018
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======
Assertion with flower
last week’s hydrangea
feverfew before that
and some other with palest
mauve petals very small.
And were you once a flower,
William, and was I? Lying
in the grass looking up at stars
it’s so hard to know
our actual ancestors,
the Do Not Adulterate of our
time’s flesh. I shouldn’t fret,
after all, what do flowers care?

15 July 2018
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TROMBA MARINA
The new instrument
the sea drum
to match the old
nun’s trumpet
the huge sea-harp
their gentle fingers
by theory
could make the wind
sing for them.
I used to stand in the Met
watching it, itching
to make it sound.
But my gender’s wrong
and guards are watching
so I’ll wait and beat
someday this cavern
till the sea answers.
15 July 2018
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JERICHO
Seven times around the walls
of anything and they fall down.
Everyone is Jericho. Joshua
or Jesus dances around you,
or Mary does, or Magdalen,
and your defenses crumble.
A god wades in, your gates
fly open to their dance,
they’re in you now
and ever after you are a dancer too.

15 July 2018
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======

I used to have a pop-up
toaster but no more.
Now the poor bread has to lie there
like St. Lawrence, heat from all sides
and no hope of quick ascension. We lose
a lot when we move on,
toaster oven, saddled horses, wine.

15 July 2018
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======
Am I a bear
or a beaver
or just a bore?
15 July 2018
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=====
Portulaca
was her too.
And frangipani
such as leis
are made from
looped round
tourists’ necks
new to Oahu.
We remember
tendernesses best
they seem to heal
some sickness we
never knew we
had, a dearth of flower.
15 July 2018
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======
Today my reflection
is back in the mirror.
I must have said my
prayers last night or
eaten well—two things
I’ve been neglecting.
And the sky is blue!
As if everything is OK
again, and all the green
leaves out there are sleeping
and only the occasional
car goes by. O intermittent cosmic consensus
I squeeze, your rubber ball
just like childhood, bounces
back to me every time.
******
The Preceptor objects: We do not employ ‘OK’ in serious
poetry. I make up som excuse, like I’m using a Chaldean
root ok- that means to be safe, at the rear of the army,
to be cautious. The Preceptor frowns, and says it’s not
what I think I mean but what the reader thinks. Then the
Preceptor takes off his glasses, wipes his eyes and says
in an almost tender voice , Don’t you know that poetry is
making love?
16 July 2018
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THE HOT DAY
hurts us
more when it’s
coming than
when it’s here.
The anticipation
deranges the plan
that passes for my
mind.
When it comes
unless you’re in India
or worse, the air
is still cooler than
your own all-day-long
inside temperature.
Breezeless, the leaves
don’t even wilt,
the ferns are deep
in their own shade.
Be fern. Make
your own weather.
16 July 2018
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Serenity of beast desire
that sleeps when sated.
Unlike us who, as the woman said,
watch porn flix after orgasm.

16 July 2018
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It rains the same
no matter who is president?
False. Good guys make good weather,
lots of rain for crops, lots of sun
for them. And us. And if one day
a woman should rule the weather
and the rest of it (weather is
whatever happens) then rain
will bring crystals too, and sunlight
turn to warm bread in our fingers.
16 July 2018
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======
One problem with Asian art—everything is beautiful,
paintings, lamp posts, pots for ointment are wrought to
be beautiful. But when everything is beautifuil, nothing
is.
For beauty depends on its opposite.
Peasants lived in hovels and built cathedrals. We dwell
in mercantile shoddiness and war yet write Moby-Dick
and Ulysses.
How gaunt real life must have been in Athens to piston
the energies Praxiteles deployed to turn his girlfriend
Phryne into his great statue of Aphrodite.
16 July 2018
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(NOTES FOR THE NEW POEM)
A musivary entertainment?
No.
Mosaics for the walls of
some new heaven?
Stones of your local cathedral
yet to be built,
the stones always three, tempting upward?
Lama Jesus leads us through the dark.

16.VII.18
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======

Why do we dream each other?
Isn’t a paper-moth by the bread box
message enough? The hip is solid
enough but her name fades midmorning when the crows usually
stop calling. Why do we call out?
Wbhy dream someone special
when all kinds of others
are right there, willing to be? I live
in the country, is that why? Horace did too
but never dreamed about finding
his left shoe under the bed in a b&b
or talking sexy trash till dawn with
who was it anyway? Romans knew how
to sleep with no leftovers to spoil
the taste of the virgin day—we have
much to learn, and not just about dream.
17 July 2018
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======
So where is
the rain your promised
me? As instructed
I stood in the woods
deep, and blew my horn.
A ship came through the sky
but passed me by,
dry. I’m hot
the grass is fill of ticks
not all of them evil vectors
but still,
you stood at the window
dark shape , your reflection
in the glass
clearer than your body
and said Rain soon.
Maybe those sounds
mean something else
in your unknown language.
17 July 2018
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======
That tree’s vast canopy
lifts up to answer me
a breath of wind.
Summer and no work,
shut up and blossom.
Good advice. A garden
in Bavaria, say,
a flowerpot in Manhasset,
open the dictionary and decide.

17 July 2018
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======
Who has my heart
bitten today? It feeds
on others, that’s
what animals do,
they have to. So whom
(to be correct) did
my dreamy organ
bite last night?
Did it leave enough
for others, even
the victim’s self? O happy
victims of my appetite,
we live by one another’s bite.
17 July 2018
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======
I don’t have to tell
every story, do I?
Isn’t it enough it happens
in my head, the harbor,
the torn cloth, the dawn
breaking like an envelope
torn open?
It happens
in your head too—
do you just use me
to know your own mind?
17 July 2018
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=====
To see anything
is to see it again.
An armillary sphere
repeats the liturgy
of the eye, the sky,
the round of pleasure
we call the world,
sucking every last
minute of its day
again and again.
17 July 2018
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======
for Tynan
Joseph Gibert in 1954
Gibert Jeune in 2018
violet ink then
blue pen now—
it’s in my hand
writing this.
Time can be merciful too.
17 July 2018
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Come rain,
come chasten us.
The least we can do
is flower.

17 July 2018
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Hit a pothole
lose a brick,
so hard to build.
The Taj Mahal
still being built.
None of the famous buildings—
Parthenon, Chartres, Empire State—
were ever finished.
When no more prayers are said
and no more money business
goes on inside them, then
they will be done.
And the Sultan’s queen
never died. Never dies.
Every house is the fourth Pyramid.
17 July 2018
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SOUND EFFECTS
Thunder but no rain—
a Protestant hymn.
*
Almost ready
to begin.
Almost done.
*
Radio, remember?
Horsey clip-clop
rubber cups made.
A shattered window
little sheets
of tin tumble down.
17 July 2018
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EL DORADO
El Dorado is closer than you think.
Flip a quarter, get to Oz
but El D is even closer.
Near as a doorway, near
as the cellar stairs,
strike a match and you’ll be there.
But they don’t speak Spanish in El Dorado
or even English,
nobody lives there anyway,
it’s just a place to go to, to find
and then be on your way
to where you are.
17 July 2018
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SMALL CHANGE
dramma giocosa, for G.Q., his birthday

I can cure you, says the bird.
Oh yeah? I’m not even sick.
That’s what you think.
So what’s the matter with me?
Small change.
Like nickels and dimes? What’s sick about that.
You got a quarter.
Of course I do.
You know how to flip a coin?
Of course I can.
So flip a quarter.
Like for heads or tails?
Exactly, just do it.
Are you from Brooklyn?
Why do you ask?

H:\JULY 2018.docx

You say quarter like kworda.
That’s so you understand me…now flip it.
[flips]
It doesn’t come down! Where did it go?
Aha, now you’re beginning to feel it.
What?
The symptoms of your condition.
What condition, what are you talking about?
What color are my feathers?
Brown I guess, with blue patch, and yellow spots.
I thought so,
What did you think?
That you’d see me as a heaven hawk.
You’re too little to be a hawk.
That’s another symptom of your malady, I’,m afraid.
Actually I’m a different size.
How big are you?
We’ll get to that later. Now stick out your tongue.
Ow! You pecked me!
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The cure commences!
I don’t feel any different, a little pissed off at you.
Why?
You don’t talk straight, you don’t answer clearly.
What do you want to know?
What’s the matter with me?
At last you’re asking! Small change, I yold you.
But what does that mean?
Everything is supposed to change but you don’t.
I don’t?
Not fast enough.
Honestly I don’t know what you mean.
Honesty has nothing to do with it, look at me.
What do you mean?
You see me as a little bird with weird patterns…
So?
I was like that before but not anymore.
You still look the same.
Exactly your problem—you don’t change.
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But it’s you who’s doing the changing!
Of course, and you’re supposed to change with me.
With you?
Well, it’s a dance, isn’t it, being in the world together?
You’re losing me.
I’m, afraid so. But try hard: change, change, change!
[waves wings in the air]
I’m trying, I’m trying, what should I do?
Just pretend you’re me and see what happens.
But can I fly?
Try. The more you change the further you’ll go.

18 July 2018
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=====
1.
We need a window
to wade through,
we are light
and you know by now
how fast we go
right through your glass!
2.
I think of Millicent
up there in mountains,
why? Why live on the side
of things when you can run
naked as a river
through the soft loving plain?
3.
She must think she’s French
or some other dialect of Classical Latin,
theory must be important to her
and authority and clothes
and how she looks in the mirror.
She too reaches out to touch the glass.
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4.
She too goes through
the way I did, so now
she looks across
and sees me. Once
you’re through the window
you have the whole world.
She comes towards me
only a little bit afraid.
18 July 2018
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I live on a No-Way street
come home through the air
and sleep below the pavement
in many an air-conditioned
painted cave and I have plenty.
All the rest of daily life of mine
you can read in the Mishnah,
of course I make mistakes, bet
on raindrops, leave town quick,
sneak back in disguise, sometimes
as a polar bear—everybody likes them.
18 July 2018
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Wednesday, whimsy,
queen on her throne.
I carried a trombone
in the Navy band, blew it
only when I felt like it.
Never mind music, this is me.
18 July 2018
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“the ear, a lonely emperor”
--Billie Chernicoff, Bronze.
Listen while we still can see
the faces of those
who love us word by word
their eyes are forgiving,
soft fingers take our nervy hands
and lead us, easy,
easy does it, a word
for you, a wqord for me.
18 July 2018
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Believe anything.
Nothing’s wrong
completely,
this red pebble
from Church’s beach,
porphyry
it could be,
a glacier left it
here for us,
so where had the glacier been?
Geology
is the only history
and we make it up
as it goes along.
18 July 2018
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Don’t tell me caves
are only underground
in the Dordogne or Pyrenees
or Austrian Alps or Tun Huang.
There are caves in air,
and this great blue cavern we live in
is the biggest I know,
the people of ancient times
painted the ceiling with planets and stars,
painted the walls with clouds and horizons,
and now wise fools tell us the stars are far,
they mention implausible distances,
lifetimes of sheer light when all the while
you can reach up and touch them, scrape
the phosphor off their spiny rays, stroke
tenderly the setting sun before you close your eyes.
18 July 2018
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ORDINAL
there are Graces
the Muse explained
summonses from sleep,
dream only the beginning,
fire under water,
air under earth
blue marvel is all she said.
And it served.
The last measure
dances us,
we read that in Solomon
if we read right,
that harp he has
needs no strings.
2.
And so the wind from Portugal
taught me all I knew,
how to tell
me from you
and how to tell you.
Sanhedrin music
banjo-chatter of too many laws
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when even one broke her heart
as if she hurt a mountain
by dancing on it.
Ordinal, things
counted in their place,
first tree,
second thought,
motionless reality.
3.
Stand still and be counted,
lustre of your given skin
she said gives color to your speech,
words hum in the spectrum,
O holy mauve
the light turned inside out.
4.
But as usual I was praying for
forgiveness
but she said
I cannot give you that,
all I have is giveness,
here it is, a gleaming chalice
full of it, springtime all year long,
excited music, a drunken
tenor’s high C—
here!
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5.
So go on counting
till you get to one.
That’s when the day begins,
our famous midnight of the senses
when for a little minute
all you are is mind.
6.
It is her feast today,
slipped in between science and war,
the saint of somewhere else,
you’ll never learn her name,
every time you light
a candle she sees you,
lances you with her grace,
the Saint of Elsewhere, her hair
brushes over your sleeping face,
it is morning.

19 July 2018
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=======
Bending

towards being
alive—a masquerade
drenched with music.
A bridge haunted
by the ghosts of all,
who had to cross it
don’t you know
to cross a bridge
denies a river,
blasphemes against a natural
border, barrier.
There is not much holier than flow.
Witches weep
for all the water lost,
cross a river never be clean
yet how they gleam,
these spars over Humber, over Hudson.
the trolls beneath them
are crying too, for all the beauty
the bridge denies,
all the beauty
it brings to the denial.
Say it faster—the water must be gone.
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Something spoken
something held back.
A blue crystal phial
big enough to hold your tears,
and this ____ ancient letter
tow-eared pot that once
held ointment
still soothes
the skin of loneliness.
Once in a plane
over Lydia I looked
out, down at the mountains
and saw my own eyes
looking back at me,
brighter than usual,
married to what they see,
transparency of seer and seen.

19 July 2018
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Chainsaws at seven-thirty
human’s behavior
just part of weather,
like the ozone, like hail.
They just don’t care.)

19 July 2018
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=======
Who was I
when I waited?
And who
when I went
through the gate?
I felt the wood
of the lintel post
against my hip—
is that a clue
or just a mistake?
There are no accidents
so I must be someone,
a thread raveling off a sleeve
dancing pretty in the wind.

19 July 2018
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Dependencies in many
colors come, rose
on my mind,
I’m meager this morning,
need that shadow,
ardor cooled to memory,
walking by the river,
a little flower
you notice you noticed
only after you passed by.

20 July 2018
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Muse makes wonder
startled by what a word
really says
mean it or not,
all by itself,
like walking on a mountain
daring to be alone with the sky.

20 July 2018
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The aubergines of Avignon
were tasty, smallish, rich,
oily as music in the mouth,
saltsweet, sating. But outside
grew oleander, toxic, telling
not everything is good for you—
and your captain’s poor horse
nibbled those flowers! Me,
almost tired of being a soldier—
didn’t you know language is war?

20 July 2018
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BOOKS I HAVE NOT GOTTEN AROUND TO WRITING
-Salt story
-diseases of the fingernail
-Eyes on my fingers
-Horn left out of the band
-Heaven’s Hydrants
-Selfies snatch the soul
-one picture too many
-A tune on the roof
-Sleeping pilgrim
-All you need is speed
-Science Friction
-The Maze of Man
-Feelings are the Iron Bars
-Tears Rust the Cage
-A Pinch of Verity
-City without a single soul
-Deserted Destinations
20 July 2018
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=======
What I really want to write
is your name on the sky
so some bird comes flying through it
to tell me who you really are.

20 July 2018
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The more information
the less I am informed.
I sprawl, shapeless-minded,
through the oldest news—
Ur got too hot for Abraham
so he chilled west,
hill country beside the middle sea.
Moses led a rabble
miners and miscreants and rebels
out of Egypt into the cooler parts,
mountains and such, stayed there
till hills talked to him.
Too much information,
too many stories,
gods, miracles, plagues,
tabernacles, too many stones.
What never happened,
happens twice,
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how many scenes do you count
in how many skies?
History is a habit
of turning inside out,
smell of dead mouse
in the chapel, but the trees
sweep the air clean again,
outside, outside!
Dissolve the stones,
find the Stone.

20 July 2018
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There are obvious advantages
in being other.
Your hands, for instance,
are further away from your mind,
and what they find
will always surprise you.
And your eyes, over there,
will see stuff you never imagined,
or only imagined.
You’ll see people moving
into a house that isn’t there,
wings fly by with no bird,
wise doctors sleeping in a mountain cave
dreaming new diseases
and they can cure them if they wake.

20 July 2018
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SARASWATI
White with music
her hands from the shadows
move, the sound
of what they do seems
later somehow, as if
something in the world
watched those hands
and spoke back to them,
slowly, tonal. tender, called
into being by her touch.

20 July 2018
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RIVER
(after Pushkin in a dream)
The sight of its water
slow as they move
somehow washes your hands
so somehow now you can
reach out somehow and touch
softly the faces of those
you loved or left or lost
or still smile beside yours
when you look up at the glass.
21 July 2018
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Enough color in the sky
for me to be awake,
dark enough in the trees
to go back to sleep.
So many temples
I have to worship in,
calling, but calling out
always the same name.

21 July 2018
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TIJAX
knife day
but subdue the quarrel.
Let it be a horn
in the orchestra
cutting through
glum romances—
horn call. Answer me!
21 July 2018
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DARK ENOUGH TO BE NOW
1.
Fences wobble in the wind,
don’t lean on me
they say, just look away
from what I hide.
2.
A million moveless leaves
live out my window.
Green me, and while you’re
at it, o increment light,
I need a dawn too,
a gloaming glowing brighter,
a word even I can understand.
21 July 2018
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Not till we forget
the direction we were going
will we get there
the pilgrim strives
but the road forgets to move.
Go, go!wse say
to that broad-backed bull
all rock and asphalt,
black bull of all our distances.
go, go! But it sleeps
content with where it lies.
So we are all pilgrims
and we have reached
the improbable seacoast of Now.
This must be the place.
And you must be the shrine
the one we really traveled to.
21 July 2018
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ETYMOLOGY OF ANYONE
Half-moon on the swimming pool,
town pool none too clean
closed for the night.
Only the moon, only
a word stuck in my mind,
you. Can’t even say it
the night is so quiet.
Don’t despair. The moon’s
phases mirror your own
vocabulary, love, and you do.
But names have no history,
only faces. Faces
you close your eyes to see.

21 July 2018
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COLORING BOOK
Word by word
the picture glows,
duck in a green
marsh, kingfisher
on a stone midstream.
The language
makes us see
again and again
what counts,
the quick, the permanent.

21 July 2018
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Quiet morning, Shabbas,
summer is noisy
time, though, not just
the shout of heat.
People are uneasy, make
themselves heard, drink,
bleat in their night gardens.
The loud synesthesias of the light
irritate. Only the mind
is silent sometimes.
Sabbath calm up there
in the head we share.
21 July 2018
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When you’re outside
in fields and trees
do you ever feel
yourself wishing for
a window right there,
even a little one, for you
to look through and see
outside outside? To see
at last what all this green
beauty is a wall against?
21 July 2018
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This blue sky is a laugh-track
to my misery, she dries, leaps
onto her Harley and roars away.
21 July 2018
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Too faint
even to be a secret.
Tell me in years to come
what now is like for you.
You won’t have to remember,
it will be with you still,
this moment, this almost secret.

21 July 2018
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CASTAWAY’S COMMUNION
This shell
scooped full
of sea water
I lift, offer up—
be this my blood,
my body
also is a shell,
a sad salt story
now make sense
here! I heave
the elements high,
they sprinkle
glory down.
21 July 2018
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Chaste in wandering far
sunbeam through linden leaves,
in the first mauve flowers
on the rose of Sharon—
light, light itself!
21 July 2018
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Mares eat oats
and does eat oats
and little lambs
eat ivy—
a qualification,
a quotation
from the night
hoard, archive
of dream where
all the blatant
ordinary things
are stored.
In the dark
there is no time,
no history. Or
all time is one.
22 July 2018
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Having no machine
to dither
I undocket
a friend or two
from the forget.
Who will come first,
the girl with the pingpong paddle,
the man with the deep
voice on a bridge
in his little car?
Let’s say memory
is meaningless
and see who comes
to the dance—
here, this
is my music,
show up and start
music compels you,
music is your only friend,
really, the meter, the mother—
the stiff old man
pretending to be a cello,
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anger is too easy,
lust is too cheap,
only the dance makes sense
and I can’t move,
the girl with the mango,
the widow who became a priest—
I hear Joyce’s voice in yonder stone,
they will come for me in the morning
and say their lovely names.

22 July 2018
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When you know how much
room you have to have
trouble in, when you guess
the parameters of birdsong
and measure every gate
with shoulder or hip,
when you guess how much coffee
is left in the pot,
money in your pocket,
turmeric stain on your white shirt,
no, wait, is that too
an opportunity, a fertile mistake,
a room to sleep in
alone or with your manifold dreams?
How much space have I got
is what every artwork asks.
Only you can know the answer,
you and your blank page.

22 July 2018
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Broken china
bottles clinking
inside an old wall—
who lived here
before we did?
What secret places
are still left?
Now and then
a noise from there,
whatever there is,
something before
and after us
like the whole world.

22 July 2018
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The itch of government
telling people what to do,
bossing clouds around,
frowning at the weather.
I am a bad neighbor,
I have ideas.
Not just about how you should live
but how the road should run
and how fast cars should go
and keep a wolf
to menace joggers, no,
ideas about what heaven is
and how to get there
if it’s not here already
and I say prayers for you
you’ll never know.
22 July 2018
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Walk there after all
subway at the corner
stand all the way
that is walking too
lean on the door
or face it and behold
the underworld itself
slip by so close
you are to the dream
here, so close to waking,
all those centuries
of mythology
come home in the dark
below Brooklyn,
and you see Hecate’s eyes
looking in at you
but they are yours
22 July 2018
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This bead of water
spinning so fast
in mid-air, little
flecks of solid matter
float on it, held
in place by motion
alone is all we have,
all we are,
precious teardrop
from some vast eye.

22 July 2018
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Always another
bridge to build,
caught in the meshes
of atheism one
duels with one’s
best friend, kills
or is killed
or if one’s lucky
wounded only,
slow recovery,
slow the thought
comes back,
the skirts of miracle
brush my cheek.
22 July 2018
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Sob song stirring
only the doves
beneath the trees
but beneath the grass
what other music breeds,
brews, waits for us to hear.
Do we have to die
or read old books
just to hear it?
Persephone singing
to her eager mate,
Magdalen’s lullaby?

22 July 2018
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=======
Colonize the evidence,
move right in.
You made this place,
your log cabin of a mind,
your lake in lost Ontario
touch everything you see—
that is the way.
No loose connections—
we are wired into the world,
you too, your thighs
ache to run, your heart
does not know how to sit still.
Now open your eyes,
those flags of our true nation.

22 July 2018
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Catch it before you forget,
the song nobody sang.
And you did too,
out of an opera
sung in the bombed-out theater,
only the sky is left.

22 July 2018
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Resistance comes to mind
the way a sheriff rides into town,
something to be settled before sundown
dust-puffs by his horse’s feet. Awe.
Resistance is like that, familiar
as an old movie, a song you don’t like,
a camera with no lens. Feeling it
is a way of feeling nothing else. Shrubbery
with no birds in it, no berries.
The dangerous calm of nothing much.

23 July 2018
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Glossy distances,
differences. I thought
it was a flower
it was light in a tree,
sky showing through
amethyst before rain.
But what I thought
does not grow here.
I hung my shirts
neat in the closet,
I strive for permanence
there is a whistle
I hear sometimes in the trees,
smell of a shrine,
myrrh-minded mornings
slip into afternoon.
I was late for everything
till time caught up with me
and then I was a sailor,
all I need is a canal
across the noon-lands
towards the ancient city
where they used to keep the Grail.
23 July 2018
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======
Try everything twice—
the first time is always wrong
especially when it feels good.

23 July 2018
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Reminiscence of lost Sundays
the little moth floating
on your iced coffee
still alive. Fingertip
him out, land him
so gently on a napkin,
he dries. He flies.
What church can you go to now?

23 July 2018
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Revising miracles
to bring you
word by word
what never happened.
There must be an inner
order to experience,
we have to find it, once
we do we’ll understand
the hollow space
around which language moves.
Sometimes I feel it on your skin.

23 July 2018
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Imagine a different beginning
something lusty, full of noise,
Christmas trees toppling over, delicate
ornaments breaking, wind in the window,
rain on the carpet, nobody home.
White sky after it all. It began
and began till it was just now.
Is. The habit of being is tenacious.
Nothing is safe from continuity.

23 July 2018
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A few pages
more or less
won’t matter
much the moon
thought, filling
our minds,
tugging our tides.
All that light
in my empty room.

23 July 2018
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Enthymeme
hold it in your heart
the berries or seeds on that tree
we couldn’t identify,
i.e. give some name to
that isn’t its and isn’t ours,
hold the sight of it,
small, dense, jolly somehow
as a beer cellar on the Rhine,
we brought a leaf of it home.

23 July 2018
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Listening to the south,
I mean a seashell
from the east of us—
a shell is always down there
where the wet wind lives

23 July 2018
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Waiting = walking
in place sitting down.
A bird flies over—
osprey, fishless, still
on the move. I’m not.
I’m waiting for thee,
a word once intimate
now estranged
into literature, that
cemetery of what I meant.

23 July 2018, Red Hook
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Demon was daimon once,
the ‘distributor’ who brought
my fate to me, based
on who I am, I mean what I do.
Ethos anthropo daimon
says Heraclitus. How we behave
brings us what happens.

23 July 2018
Red Hook
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THE POET
So much I said before,
why not again. Ya lyublyu vas,
Olga, he says before he dies.
Poet lost in the wilderness
of his own will.

23 July 2018, Red Hook
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Map of Anatolia
hot red rocks
one summer on my way
to India to meet
with gymnosophists and girls
bathing in a foothills waterfall.
The rocks scared me,
bleak as Arabic
but charged with history—
Hittites, Hadrian [?], our
sires before a word was said.

23 July 2018
Red Hook
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The laser printer whines
a little as it rolls
a page out behind
the counter over there.
Very faint radio noise
someone must think is music.
Phone rings. Gentle murmur.
Of this small language
the world is made.

23 July 2018
Red Hook
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Then the sun said
after rain.
And in the parks
the leaves, fallen few
and green, sprawled
in the wet light.
Clouds come
to tell you things,
like a radio
in another language.

23 July 2018
Red Hook
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=======

Indifferent sleep. Images
arise, confuse, subside.
Everything is a queotation,
sky the color of a new-poured cement.
The Empire never ended.

24 July 2018
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=======
The Romans made this world,
chivalry, the violences, the popinjays
who rule huge tracts of us,
the everlasting governments.

24 July 2018
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Blame the king
for my bad sleep—
we all know that trick,
Solomon needed all those wives
so one at least would be on his side.

24 July 2018
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No one speaks
out of the night.
Six A.M. Bad government.
Dine on shellfish
dream their lives again.
Keep kosher. Every
life is the same size.

24 July 2018
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Trying to catch up
with what I mean.
A white car called
Security goes by.
Thieves in the trees,
rabbits listening.
Fear is general.
A dank breeze
relaxes whom?
Motionless ask.
Reality contagions.

24 July 2018
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Reach into the future
and touch your hair.
Touch you there
long after I am.

24 July 2018
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= = = = = = =Episodes of emptiness
thrill the fullest life.
A spinning top
topples over, stops.
Twirl it again
again. You know
the way, the only one.

24 July 2018
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Bring back pictures
from my travels,
let the sight of them—
clouds, sky,
seas—explain
what it means
to go and come back.
Everything you see
explains you.

24 July 2018
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So few things—all
grammar now,
relationships between
what can be said.
And all the while
the oleanders of Avignon,
the sand-colored carpets of Isfahan.

24 July 2018
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The mercy of our flesh
the thing we can’t control,
warmth works out of us
and heals or holds.

24 July 2018
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Listen
I have a lot to tell you
speak into your ear
truths and fables, enchantments,
myths and just ordinary
news, but news you need
to hear and cherish
in the core of you.
That is as far as the camel came
before he shouldered off his burden
and no more words happened.
Because everything I ever told you
comes from there, where he, slow,
splay-footed text is coming from
I have barely learned to read before
I copy out and send iy to you.
24 July 2018
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The mailman this morning
brought us the river.
We expected stones and Talmud
but we got flow.
Flow! Now nothing holds us back,
it is like money, or the stiff south wind
and all our yearning flags stretch out north.
Or like the woman we met yesterday
carrying a shopping cart in her arms,
the French call them chariots.
Or was it the moon?

25 July 2018
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It smells you coming.
It is time, it wants you
for its harem, to bother you
every night but sometimes bliss.
I have spent years
trying to outwit it, hide from it,
master it—but I have to sleep
sometimes and it does not.
Ever. Here is a little book
I wrote about my experiments,
it’s called Making Love Now.
Or sometimes I call it Make Now Last.
The print is small,
the outcome uneasy.
But read it anyhow—
it works as well as anything else—
here, doesn’t it feel good in your hand?

25 July 2018
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The other purple.
Caesar’s wife, a young
tall woman wearing green.
We spoke of rings—
I urged malachite,
smooth, dappled, stone of kings.

25 July 2018
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That lamppost
is really a drinking fountain
for very tall women.
One bends low to drink
what bubbles up from the top
twelve feet in the air!
She wears green
and smiles as if—
as if she had proven something.
Or I had, by watching her.

25 July 2018
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Listening to people, easy.
Understanding them, hard.
I hear every word they say
and don’t have a clue,
who they are or why
they’re saying these words.
The grammar I get,
a net meant to hold
the fish they say. But all
the little fish swim away.
I have to make do,
survive on the sound of lost meanings.

25 July 2018
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But were they close
enough to see
the full moon rise
between them touch
the shoulders of
the two of them at once?
Mere propinquity
does not avail—
contact is only the kiss
of follicle to follicle,
the forest-fire races through the flesh.
Something like that.
Order and disorder.

25 July 2018
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One catches things.
That is the point of things,
to be caught.
To be taken in hand
like a young husband
and taught how to be
the thing he is, it is,
this thing you find,
you hold. So many
mistakes a thing makes
one’s way to being
it’s an infallible,
invariant self.
Scars, nicks,
runes left on the edges
by inscrutable Goths.
Magyars. Celts. All
of them worshipped things,
called them by the names
of gods and goddesses.
The stone. The wood.
Your great-grandfather’s bones.
25 July 2018
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I come of Selkie stock,
my mother loved the ocean,
never swam. And she kept
her sealskin in the closet,
upstairs, where I came to know it.
I asked no questions.
I watched her face
when she stared at the sea.
I see it now and ever after.
25 July 2018
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A bent leaf
held in the lips
in such a way
a puff of breath
makes it squeal.
That is what happens
when we are left
alone with the world.

25 July 2018
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While they’re dancing,
wilding in the indoor
sky for you they’re
doing something else.
Healing the distances
some call it, or bringing
new fruit from old trees.
(spintrian maidens
aloft in your head
freeing your energies
into the world where
all becomes every.)
I think that’s true,
true as the small blue
phial on the window ledge.
Or the slow Adriatic
outside Venice.
Or
the coin in your pocket,
from the days of silver,
the Republic. Silver
sweats in such weather.
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Or remember maybe
when it was true,
long ago, before the tick
bit the crescent moon.
And we drowned in truth.

26 July 2018
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I can’t write today,
I have too much to say.

26 July 2018
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If you find a message
in a poem, ignore it.
Or recognize it comes
from your personal angel
(your domestic interpreter)
and don’t blame the poet,
that hollow trumpet
waiting for intelligent breath.

26 July 2018
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Little I am left to
remember big become.
Stone in stream
big enough to stand on
slippery though.
Heron stands,
kingfisher watches
this moment is
what it was all about,
the coming and the coming
towards, the current,
the quick awayness of simple things.

26 July 2018
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Agitation, as of a lark
startled. Or this branch
alone of the hibiscus
troubled by wind. Forces
we can’t see.
Washing windows, wearing
glasses, all our
feeble strategies and still
nothing seen. The bird
comes up, the leaves
settle down, it
is over
26 July 2018
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FENCE
Gleam of new wood
where the old rail had been.
Young to be out
in this weather,
rain sheen, sun glow.
The sight of new
wood cheers,
Parousia, Messiah
comes again,
it all is material,
it is all made new.

26 July 2018
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BARCAROLLE
by Ned Rorem

So instead of being here
after all he gives us
music to float away by
and why not, you ask,
what’s so grand about
being here when over there
a glittering elsewhere
spreads out its skirts,
fluffs out its silky beard
and so forth, just like
the books he must have read
as a bright child to grow up
and write music like this.
26 July 2018
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Child claps hands
not quite in time
with the music. Beat
is a different animal
for each, heart, breath,
and so on. The machinery
of desire, the sheer
mechanics of fulfilment.
Happy child, owner
of his differences.
26 July 2018
Kingston
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Startled by our headlights coming home
a fox streaks across the back yard
reminding us where, and who, we are.
26 July 2018
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Testing the water
simple
tasting it
complex.
Who am I
after a mouthful
of water?
Everything is changed.
26 July 2018
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The word excites you
blood runs through your thought
faster. The Grey Mass
where thinking prays recharges.
Another word comes, calms.
The leaves settle down
and blackbirds are quiet.
Thus no more words.
Morning has happened
to you again. Nevertheless
a mile away a swan
floats where the stream pools out
You begin to think again.
Russian music Scottish poet
and suddenly you feel a pang
missing your fallen walnut tree.

27 July 2018
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Don’t mind being used,
hate being needed.
Raspberries have thorns,
strawberry leaves
weave ducal coronets.
I know enough to claim
ignorance. And the law
is only an excuse for greed.
And I always want rain.

27 July 2018
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Did you know I have invisible hands
that as I am speaking reach out
and feel your cervical vertebrae, easing
between bone and bone, gently, counting
until I get to you? Your head relaxes,
you smile, as if asleep on your feet
sated with all this new information.
A crow outside the window caws
to warn you of what’s happening.
To warn us both. I let you go,
stop speaking. Silence heals us both.
27 July 2018
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AGENCY
I am not a subject.
I am a verb
hugry for a predicate.

27.VII.18
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A moon no one can see
sky a hide
of some great She
mothers us into being.
Beauty latent in all things
moon behind clouds.
Tell me, rabbi, why is blood red?

27 July 2018
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Religion is to philosophy
as a loving wife is
to her accountant husband
late home from work.

27 July 2018
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More color theory:
You are blue
but why am I?
Could touch be
so contagious?
Yellow leaves left
after green’s over.

27 July 2018
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You might as well talk to me
I know you’re here. Or there,
wherever the sense comes from
that someone is. Lurks. Stands
unhidden but unseen. Raindrops,
beast noise in trees, stream gush
plus this. Who knows.? You know—
talk to me, tell me why you’re here,
and if that’s too hard, explain the moon,
why we can’t hear it when it cries.
28 July 2018
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I lost the moon
in the trees.
Tried to sleep
but the night
knew better.
The dark turned
out to be alive,
it wanted me
for its own,
all take and no give
or is being taken
the truest gift of all?
28 July 2018
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Snug fit
ink cartridge in pen—
on such ridiculous
smallnesses
language depends
to do its work
of binding time,
now to then,
mine to yours
so this word lasts
longer than breath.

28 July 2018
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1.
Come to life again
when the wind shifts.
Voices of cyclists
make up for the silence
of their machines.
Esse = sonare. To be
is to make noise.
2.
A noise woke me
but it was nothing but the dark.
I turned it off with light,
felt it, let it press
back soft against me
like a drunken friend.
I went through every room
but the sound hid.
I called out, urged it
to answer me, “you,
save your soul and speak!”
I cried out and waited
like an altar boy on the bottom step
half-asleep, and where is the priest?
.
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3.
So that was my night,
one more religion for the record books.
Read between the lines
I urge, but there are no lines.
Just day again again,
the monstrous beauty of the light.

28 July 2018
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I don’t have to hold them
it’s enough to see them pass,
not even staring, just noting
the colors of their apparency—
a word Ed Dorn once used
top signify our visible world.
28 July 2018
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BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
We come from nowhere,
that region of between.
The soul’s DNA
has never been discovered,
the formula that shaped
our chemicals way back then.

28 July 2018
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New edict from Elfland
anent the passing day.
Call everyone by different names
so they learn who they really are
some by accepting some by rejecting—
up to them, Our business is to call,
name names, Hortensia, Philologue,
and see who answers, call out
anything that comes to mind.
Leave it to them t learn. Iin this way,
even the dullest lad or lass will
soon turn into one of us.

29 July2018
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I’m holding something back—
every woman must be
the center of the world
but every man must find
his center and there’s only one.
Romance and soft music.
Strauss at midnight,
Arabella with her glass of water?
Not necessarily. Find her
and your self is safe.,
your meaning is intact.
29 July 2018
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Give them something to remember:
pluck a quarter from their innocent ear
and flesh it in front of their eyes
then make it turn gold.
The inscription
changes too, now shows an ancient
queen of Lydia, where the gold comes from,
daughter of a river and a swan.
Give them the coin. Leave town
befoire it changes again, this time
into a squirrel that nibbles their fingers
when they reach for the coin,
nips them and jumps out and runs away.

29 July 2018
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Day of assessment
soft disease
cures itself when I see
the eyes of someone I know
in a stranger’s face.
Recognition braces the soul,
drives out bacteria--no creepy thing survives that sudden light.

29 July 2018
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The cast of characters
unwieldy, huge.
You are an opera
after all., you need
the crowd scene,
the chorus, the ballet
scene in the second act.
Or is it the third act already
in your house, and you
are the plangent tenor
or dying diva? I hope not.
Live Forever is the name
of this libretto—now go,
set it to music and sing.
29 July 2018
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The stylus of Sennacherib
lost for three thousand years
I find in this fountain pen
you gave me for our anniversary.
It can write Assyrian cuneiform
in simple English words and Roman script,
it knows how to tell the truth,
all kinds of truth, the physical
coordinates of what we think,
the chemical formulas of the gods.
29 July 2018
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AXIOMATA
Being sure.
Being halfway there.
Time hidden in that tree.
Remember me.
Being again.
Being glad or else a cloud.
Come again when trees walk.
Everything talks.
Being resilience.
Being silence.
Holding what they call a yellow flower.
Knowing better.

30 July 2018
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How much love does
anybody need?
Take out the measure,
fit it to the hour.
There were kings in those days
or we were, who had masons
carve a certain stone
someone could sit down on
and know their true direction,
color, tutelary, time of day.
And afterwards, everyone
would have their own tower,
live up there
half the time in air,
sleep in air—
for earth is dangerous
to rest on
or pester with their
endless thinking.
Stay aloft!
Stone and wood
know how
to answer back
more meekly.
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Earth is a roaring
lion though,
prowling round
the foot of the tower.
But lion is
love too. Settle
down on that stone
and guess the
titre of your need.
30 July 2018
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IRISH
Clumsy towers
strutting around,
awkwardly powerful,
noisy too, the song
lost in the tune.

30 July 2018
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The formality of it
breaks the whole weather.
Suddenly we are
where we need to be.
Politics is a parlor trick,
coin trick, your coin,
never get it back. Forget
the government.
Live in the power tower
the ancient efficient mind
hidden inside all things—
even in us, and we in it.

30 July 2018
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I live in the Temple of Dagon
roof and columns fallen,
Samson has dome his worst and gone.
We sea worshippers ponder
the deep gospel of the fish,
be quick and various, hide
in what we live in and breathe.

30 July 2018
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Answering the river
on its own terms—
long ago the language
of water baptized me.

30 July 2018
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And then it turned green
and was some other name
and all the Polish music
vanished from the radio
and silence took the form of birds
rain-doves and orioles and wrens
now close your eyes and read what they said.
30 July 2018
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Time to be almost.
Translate it
from the Arabic.
Resume the conversation
born under a tree.
Clouds don’t live only in the sky
unless we too are sky—
encloud me with inward things,
the humidity of knowledge,
weather under skin
so bare we are,
so hungry at the cellular level.
All we can really do is touch,
even words— breath makes air
vibrate so I can touch your ear.
31 July 2018
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It would be wrong to get there
maybe, when all the rest
are dancing, telling me
interesting things about their needs,
the grammar of their inclinations.
And I like Kierkegaard don’t dance.
But I anatomize the music,
fondle the intervals, watch
the scrupulous footwork of humans
trying to escape from the ground.
Even I sometimes walk around,
sing opera tunes, liturgy and wait.
31 July 2018
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DENDROLATRY
Evergreen glimpses
show here and there
through the deciduous.
We love the pine and spruce
because we lose our own leaves.
We love the oak, though,
because it will not fall.

31 July 2018
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CASTIGATIONS OF A FUGUE
Reproach the piano
for its skill at sounding various,
reproach the soloist
for the distracting way their
body moves, jouncing, swaying
as if it were answering something
far away from the music.
Reproach my ears for their delight
in filtering the themes apart
and glorying in the final accord.
When the fugue is said and done
the sudden sob of silences comes.
31 July 2018
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Another glory us
he heard the chapel
shape such words,
strange, haunt
the meaning and why
not? Breath lasts
less than buildings do.
The dome over you
is your true home.
The cave it forms
is full of sounds, not just
what Lady Echo gives us back
but deep discourses too,
the simple things we say
become profound by distance
in the mute surround,
we guess at meanings and what
we guess leads us on and on.
31 July 2018
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We have to wait for more,
an Irish tune, so typical,
merry-melancholy jigging along—
and my blood knows! Or some
rhythm in me patterned long ago
by something that was not me yet.
In fact we are our ancestors.
And worshipping them really means
furthering the one we must become.

31 July 2018
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